Phase field modeling of growth competition of silicon grains
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Abstract

The growth competition of two grains, with orientations (110) and (100), during directional solidification of silicon is simulated by using a phase field model. The two-dimensional simulations show two distinct competition mechanisms, with either interfacial or kinetic dominance, depending on the undercooling. At low undercooling, the interfacial effect is dominant so that (110) grain grows laterally, expelling the other grain. On the other hand, at high undercooling, the grain competition follows the same pattern at the beginning, but the (100) grain eventually becomes dominant, expanding its domain. In addition, the facet vanishing process and the dihedral angle evolution are discussed. The simulated results and phenomena are consistent with the experimental observations of Fujiwara et al. [Fujiwara K, Obinata Y, Ujihara T, Usami N, Suzaki G, Nakajima K. J Cryst Growth 2004;266:441] and the analytical predictions of Atwater et al. [Atwater HA, Thompson CV, Smith HI. J Mater Res 1988;6:1232].
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1. Introduction

The crystal growth of polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) from the melt has become an important subject in the photovoltaic industry because of the increasing market share of poly-Si solar cells. Because the grain size and orientation dramatically affect the minority carrier lifetime and thus the conversion efficiency, control of the grain growth behavior, especially grain competition, is critical [1–4]. Fujiwara et al. [1] observed the silicon melt growth starting from a bicrystal seed in (100) and (111) orientations. They found that the cooling rate affected the grain growth behaviors significantly. At low cooling rate (∼1 K min⁻¹), the planar interface was observed both on (100) and (111) grains. The (111) grain grew laterally to (100) diminishing the (100) grain during the solidification. However, at a much higher cooling rate (∼30 K min⁻¹), the (100) grain grew faster than the (111) grain and gradually eliminated the (111) grain. Fujiwara et al. [1] proposed that the behavior at the lower cooling case was dominated by the force balance at the grain boundary tri-junction; the grain with a lower surface energy will be dragged by the higher one. For the higher cooling case, Atwater et al. [2] proposed the relative growth rates of the grains as the main factor determining growth behavior; the faster grain wins the competition and occupies the space during growth. In addition to the grain competition, in the experiments by Fujiwara et al., macro-steps also appeared from the (100) interface at high cooling rates, while the (111) grain remained planar. These macro-steps on the (100) grain, having various sizes and derivates from the (111) face at unsteady state, grow with time, and only those composed of the (111) face at steady state [3]. Simulation of these experiments could be useful, and provide a foundation for the large-scale modeling of poly-Si solidification. However, the simulation of grain growth remains a great challenge in solidification, and no such a simulation showing the key experimental features has been carried out so far.

The phase field model (PFM) has been used extensively to study the microstructural dynamics of solidification (e.g. [5,6]), but generally without considering the grain boundary effects. The modeling of polycrystalline material requires the treatment of crystallographic orientations...
and interfacial energies, but very few models have been proposed. Indeed, in polycrystalline phase field modeling, the complicated physical effect of crystalline orientation on solidification and grain interactions needs to be considered. Morrin et al. [7] proposed a free energy density function with $n$ wells for $n$ different orientations. Steinbach et al. [8] developed a multiphase field model and succeeded in modeling the solidification of eutectic and peritectic materials. However, their models were not able to keep the rotation symmetry of the free energy potential in the modeling of grain boundary formation and dynamics. By proposing an orientation field $\theta$, which describes the local grain orientation, Kobayashi et al. [9,10] made a successful attempt, based on a rotation-invariant free energy function, at the phase field modeling of grain boundaries. Warren et al. [11] further extended the model to the solidification of polycrystalline materials. Recently, nucleation phenomena have also been considered by Granasy et al. [12,13]. For a material having a highly anisotropic interfacial energy and a tendency to form facets, such as silicon, special attention is needed. By using a regularization method, Eggleston et al. [14] have simulated successfully the crystal shape with corners and edges. Although suitable PFMs have been proposed for the solidification of polycrystalline materials, there are some computational issues. One of the most critical problems in phase field simulation arises from the diffusive interface thickness $\delta$. The choice of $\delta$ needs to be small enough so that the sharp-interface limit can be approached. However, such a value, which is usually of the order of the microscopic capillary length $d_0$, is too small from the simulation point of view. With the use of adaptive meshes [15,16], the computational efficiency can be greatly improved, and this can be particularly useful for polycrystalline solidification having grain boundaries.

In this paper, we present adaptive phase field modeling of poly-Si solidification. During simulation, the mesh is adaptively refined or coarsened with the phase field variable and variable gradients. The directional solidification of silicon from a bicrystal seed is focused, and the effect of undercooling is discussed. The PFM and the adaptive numerical scheme used are described briefly in Section 2. In Section 3, the validation of the present PFM by an analytical solution is presented through grain boundary groove simulations. Section 4 is devoted to the simulations of the competitive melt growth of silicon, where the analysis and discussions of the growth behaviors are also given. Finally, short conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Phase field model

The present PFM is developed following the work of Warren et al. [11]. The free energy function $F$ in a constant volume $V$ is postulated as

$$ F = \int_V \left[ f(\phi, T) + \frac{\epsilon_0^2}{2} \nabla \phi \right]^2 + \frac{\epsilon_1^2}{2} \phi^2 |\nabla \theta|^2 + \frac{\epsilon_2^2}{2} \phi^2 |\nabla \theta|^2 \right] dV, \quad (1) $$

where $\phi$ is a phase field variable representing the crystalline state as $\phi = 1$ and the melt state as $\phi = 0$, and the parameter $\epsilon_0$ is used to measure the anisotropic effect. The orientation field variable $\theta$ measures the local orientation of the crystal with respect to the fixed coordinate system, and lies in the domain of $-\pi \leq \theta \leq \pi$. The Helmholtz free energy density $f(\phi, T)$ takes the form

$$ f(\phi, T) = \rho(\phi) \frac{T - T_m}{T_m} + W \phi^2 (1 - \phi)^2, \quad (2) $$

where $T$ is the temperature, $T_m$ the melting point, and $W$ is the height of the free energy potential barrier between bulk phases and $\rho(\phi) = \phi^3 (10 - 15 \phi + 6 \phi^2)$. The parameter $s$ measures the energy cost due to the misorientation at the grain boundary.

To model the anisotropic crystal shape, the gradient energy coefficient $\epsilon_\phi$ needs to be further modified. As proposed by Kobayashi [17], as a function of the crystalline orientation $\psi$, which is defined as the angle between the interface normal and the reference axis, the coefficient $\epsilon_\phi$ or a crystal with 4-fold symmetry can be written as

$$ \epsilon_\phi(\psi) = \epsilon_\phi \eta(\psi) = \epsilon_\phi [1 + \epsilon \cos 4(\psi - \psi_0)]. \quad (3) $$

The crystalline orientation $\psi$ is calculated by $\psi = \tan^{-1}(\psi_x/\psi_y)$, where the subscript in the phase field variable denotes the first derivative with respect to the spatial coordinate. However, when the anisotropic strength $\epsilon$ is greater than 1/15, missing orientations occur and the crystal shape obtained from the anisotropic function is not realistic where the reciprocal $\gamma$-plot becomes concave. To overcome this, and at the same time to reveal the edges and corners for silicon crystals, we adopt the modified gradient energy coefficient $\epsilon_\phi$ within the missing orientations as proposed by Eggleston et al. [14]:

$$ \epsilon_\phi = \frac{\epsilon_\phi(\psi_m)}{\cos(\psi_m)} \cos \psi, \quad (4) $$

where $\psi_m$ is the first missing orientation, and is calculated from the following relationship:

$$ \eta(\psi_m) \sin \psi_m + \frac{\epsilon_\phi(\psi_m)}{\epsilon_\phi} \cos \psi_m = 0. \quad (5) $$

Finally, through the variation principle that minimizes the total free energy, the evolution of the phase field, orientation field and temperature variables can be derived:

$$ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} = M_\phi \left( (\eta \epsilon_\phi)^2 \nabla^2 \phi + \epsilon_\phi \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \left( \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial \psi} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi} \right) - \epsilon_\phi \frac{\partial}{\partial \psi} \left( \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial \psi} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \psi} \right) \right) \nabla \theta \nabla \theta - 2W \phi (1 - \phi) (1 - 2\phi), \quad (6) $$

$$ \phi^2 \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial t} = M_\theta \nabla \cdot \left[ \phi^2 \frac{s}{|\nabla \theta|} \nabla \theta \right] - M_\theta \epsilon_\phi \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial \psi} |\nabla \phi|^2, \quad (7) $$

$$ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot (\Lambda \nabla T) - 30 \phi^2 (1 - \phi)^2 \frac{L}{C_p} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t}. \quad (8) $$
In the above equations, $M_\phi$ and $M_\rho$ are the mobility of the phase field and the orientation field variables, respectively. $L$ is the latent heat, $C_p$ the heat capacity and $z$ the thermal diffusivity. For simplicity, we also assume equal thermal diffusivity in all phases in the simulation. To link the PFM parameters with the realistic physical properties, the parameters used in the WBM model [5] are taken:

$$e_\phi = \sqrt{6\sigma\delta},$$ (9)

$$W = \frac{3\sigma}{\delta},$$ (10)

$$M_\phi = \frac{\mu_\phi T_m}{6\delta L},$$ (11)

where $\sigma$ is the solid–liquid surface energy.

To facilitate the simulation, the governing equations are further represented in dimensionless form, where the length is rescaled by the characteristic length $l_0$ and the time $t$ rescaled by $l_0^2/\sigma$. The dimensionless temperature $u$ is defined by $(T−T_m)/T_m$ unless otherwise stated. Fig. 1a shows the computational domain of the directional solidification of bicrystalline silicon. A bicrystal seed with different crystalline orientations is placed in front of the undercooled silicon melt. Because the simulation is two-dimensional, it is assumed that the (111) and (110) orientations are the same. The symmetry boundary condition is applied to the both sides of the domain, while at the top the temperature is given; the lower thermal boundary is set to be adiabatic. The physical properties of silicon used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The interface thickness is be adiabatic. The physical properties of silicon used in the simulation. To link the PFM parameters with the realistic physical properties, the parameters used in the WBM model [5] are taken:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>Thermal diffusivity (m$^2$/s)</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>Surface energy (J m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>0.59a</td>
<td>Estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Latent heat (J m$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>$4.15 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_\rho$</td>
<td>Kinetics coefficient (m K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.02b</td>
<td>Estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>Anisotropy strength</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Estimated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this table, a The value of the surface energy is estimated from the equation $\gamma = \sigma(V_{p0})^{1/3}/L$ where $\gamma_0 = 0.525$ [15]. b The kinetic coefficient we used is simply chosen by assumption; however, the order of the value is close to those evaluated from the experiments and the simulations [16–18].

order of capillary length (of the order of $10^{-9}$ m) to approach the sharp-interface solution. However, this will greatly increase the computational cost. Hence, a much thicker interface is adopted, and the comparisons between theory and the simulations thus are merely qualitative. Nevertheless, we anticipate that certain physical features of the experiments could be revealed through the simulation. The governing equations with the boundary conditions are solved by an adaptive finite volume method [15,16]. A sample adaptive mesh during simulation is shown in Fig. 1b. As shown, the mesh is refined to give better numerical resolution near the interfaces, while grids are coarser in the area without significant physical features.

The criterion for the mesh refinement is based on the phase field variable in the range of $0.05 < \phi < 0.95$, and the minimum dimensionless mesh size $\Delta x = 0.0625$ is used. Before the simulation for silicon melt growth, which will be discussed in Section 4, is presented, we shall first simulate grain boundary grooving problems. Through the comparison with the analytical solutions, the adaptive PFM simulation can be validated.

3. Grain boundary grooving

The grain boundary groove is formed during solidification between two adjacent grains. The groove shape at the junction is a force balance of the interfacial tensions. To obtain a static groove shape, a linear temperature profile having a gradient $G$ of $1.25 \times 10^5$ K m$^{-1}$ is given; a domain $16 \mu m \times 8 \mu m$ is used. Because once a steady state has been reached, only the static shape is of interest, the release of latent heat does not play a role. The characteristic length $l_0$ is 2 $\mu m$ here, which is calculated from $(GL)^{1/2}$ [18]. Two examples, with isotropic and anisotropic interfacial energies, are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Dihedral angle

Again, as just mentioned, the dihedral angle is a result of the force balance at the tri-junction. For simplicity, we have first assumed that the interfacial energy is isotropic. Therefore, the analytical solution of the dihedral angle $\theta_d$ could be easily obtained from Young’s law as
\[ \theta_d = 2 \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\gamma_{gb}}{2\gamma_{sl}} \right), \]  

where \( \gamma_{gb} \) is the grain boundary energy and \( \gamma_{sl} \) is the solid–liquid surface energy, i.e. \( \sigma \). \( \gamma_{gb} \) can be calculated from the derivation in Ref. [11]:

\[ \gamma_{gb} = \frac{\sqrt{W_e}}{3} (1 - \phi_{min}^3), \]

\[ \phi_{min} = \frac{1}{\left(1 + \frac{\sigma}{\gamma_{gb}} \Delta \theta \right)}. \]

Three cases with different grain boundary energies are simulated: (a) \( \gamma_{gb} = \gamma_{sl} \), (b) \( \gamma_{gb} = 1.5\gamma_{sl} \) and (c) \( \gamma_{gb} = 1.95\gamma_{sl} \). In addition, to determine the dihedral angle from simulated results, the position of \( \phi = 0.5 \) is taken for measuring the angle; the dihedral angle is obtained from the intersection of the grains. Fig. 2 shows the simulation results, and the comparison of the calculated dihedral angles with the analytical solutions is shown in Table 2. As shown, they are in good agreement; the trivial difference is due to the diffusive interface assumed in the PFM.

### 3.2. Anisotropic grain boundary groove

We have obtained a good agreement between the simulated results and the analytical ones for the isotropic grain boundary energy. We now need to further check the agreement for the case with highly anisotropic surface energy. The analytical solution for the grain boundary groove with highly anisotropic surface energy is also available [18] as the following:

\[ x = \frac{T_m}{GL} \int_{0}^{\psi} \left( \gamma_{sl} + \frac{\partial^2 \gamma_{sl}}{\partial \psi^2} \right) \sin \psi \, d\psi, \]

\[ y = -\frac{2T_m}{GL} \left( \frac{\gamma_{sl} \sin \psi + \frac{\partial \gamma_{sl}}{\partial \psi} \cos \psi - \gamma_{sl}}{\sin \frac{\psi}{2}} \right)^{1/2}. \]

The above equations are solved in two intervals, i.e. \( \theta_d \leq \psi \leq \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \leq \psi \leq \frac{\pi}{2} \), where \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are orientations very close to the kink orientation. In Eq. (15), the dihedral angle \( \theta_d \) can be obtained from Herring’s relation [19]:

\[ \gamma_{gb} - 2\frac{\partial \gamma_{sl}}{\partial \psi} \sin \psi - 2\gamma_{sl} \cos \psi = 0. \]

In order to prevent the tilting of the grain boundary due to unequal horizontal forces at the junction, the crystal orientations of the grains are chosen to have the same value but with an opposite sign. Three cases with different crystal orientation \( \psi_0 \) are simulated: \( \pi/6 \), \( \pi/4 \) and \( \pi/3 \). The grain boundary energy is fixed at 1.99 \( \gamma_{gb} \), so that only the surface energy is varied for all three cases. The anisotropic strength \( \varepsilon = 0.08 \) is adopted. The reason for not using a higher \( \varepsilon \) as listed in Table 1 is to avoid the oscillating wave, so that a static shape can be obtained by simulation for comparison. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the simulated results with the analytical solutions. Again, the calculated groove shapes are in good agreement with the analytical ones. This good agreement reinforces our confidence in the simulation of bicrystal problems.

### 4. The competitive growth of silicon grains

The simulation of the competitive growth of silicon grains, as illustrated in Fig. 1a, is presented in this section. The following values are chosen: coupling constant

\[ \theta_d = 2 \cos^{-1}\left( \frac{\gamma_{gb}}{2\gamma_{sl}} \right), \]
$s = 2 \text{ J m}^{-2}$ and characteristic length $l_0 = 2.1 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}$; the domain size is taken as $42 \mu\text{m} \times 16.8 \mu\text{m}$. In addition, the orientation field mobility $M_\theta$ is set to $0.05 M_\theta$, because the time scale of solidification is much smaller than the grain boundary dynamics. It should be pointed out that the domain size and the simulation time are three orders of magnitude smaller than those in the real experiments [1]. In view of the diffusive interface kinetics, the characteristic time for silicon growth is about $10^{-7} \text{ s}$; therefore it is too costly to simulate the real experiments, which lasted a few minutes. In fact, since the physical features are the focus of this study, simulation using smaller length and time scales should reveal the same physical phenomena. Two undercoolings, $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K/T_m}$ and $\Delta = 6.74 \text{ K/T_m}$, are simulated, and the simulated results for the evolution of grain growth are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. As shown, the interface morphology and the grain competition are consistent with the observed ones [1]; the (110) grain prevails at low undercooling, while the (100) grain becomes dominant at high undercooling. Further discussion of the morphology and grain competition is given in the following sections.

4.1. Morphology

The evolution of morphology for $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K/T_m}$ and $\Delta = 6.74 \text{ K/T_m}$ extracted from Figs. 4 and 5 are put together for comparison in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. As shown, with a smaller undercooling at $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K/T_m}$, the interface of the (110) grain remains planar, but small edges emerge from the (100) interface. The difference in
the morphology can be explained by the grain surface energy, which stabilizes the solid–liquid interface. Apparently, the (110) surface energy plays a stronger role in stabilizing the interface. These edges appearing in the (100) surface are smaller than 1 μm, and the sizes remain about the same during solidification at $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K}/T_m$. However, the situation is slightly different for $\Delta = 6.74 \text{ K}/T_m$ in that these edges coarsen into larger facets. Furthermore, the intersection angle of these edges is also changing during solidification. As the edges become larger, only those with an angle close to 70° remain, as shown in Fig. 7a. This could be explained by the minimization of the surface energy. When the missing orientations disappear, the equilibrium edge angle is obtained. This can be further explained by the equilibrium crystal shape grown from a seed in an undercooled melt; the anisotropic strength $\varepsilon$ is greater than 1/15, so that the edge and angle appear in the range of the missing orientations [14]. Fig. 7b shows a sample simulation of the equilibrium crystal shape. As shown, its equilibrium edge angle is about 70°.

Interestingly, the vanishing of the facet, leading to big (110) facets, or the coarsening process, is suppressed by the surface energy at low undercooling, but becomes significant at high undercooling. This is consistent with the experimental observations. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the crystal shape with edges obtained
using the present anisotropic function, though similar to the experimental results, is not the case for the faceted morphology; they are not totally flat surfaces. According to Wulff’s theorem, the faceted portion of the crystal corresponds to the cusps in the polar plot of the surface energy, but the function we use here is a smooth function. In other words, the simulation based on the smooth function leads to curved edges instead of facets. However, the curved surface at high anisotropic strength looks quite similar to a facet.

4.2. Force balancing at the groove root

According to Fujiwara et al. [1], growth behavior at low undercooling is dominated by the force balance at the grain boundary root. In other word, the grains with lower surface energies remain. To check this, we apply Herring’s relation [19] to analyze the force balance in the groove during growth at $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K/T}_m$. Herring’s relation describes the interfacial tension balance at the junction for anisotropic interfacial energies:

$$\gamma_{gb} \cos \beta = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \left( \frac{\gamma_i \sin \psi_i - \frac{\partial \gamma_i}{\partial \psi_i} \cos \psi_i}{\gamma_i \cos \psi_i + \frac{\partial \gamma_i}{\partial \psi_i} \sin \psi_i} \right).$$  \(18\)

$$\gamma_{gb} \sin \beta = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \frac{\gamma_i \cos \psi_i + \frac{\partial \gamma_i}{\partial \psi_i} \sin \psi_i}{\gamma_i \cos \psi_i + \frac{\partial \gamma_i}{\partial \psi_i} \sin \psi_i}.$$  \(19\)

In the above equations, the grain boundary energy is assumed to be isotropic, where the angle $\beta$ is defined as the tilt angle of the grain boundary with the $x$-axis. It should be pointed out that by definition the interfacial tension is equivalent to the surface energy. For the horizontal part of the force, we have taken the force as positive when it is pointing to the $y$-axis, which here is the direction of the (100) interfacial tension. For the vertical part, the force is positive when it is towards the positive $x$-axis. The overall interfacial tension is defined by $|\Sigma F| = \sqrt{F_h^2 + F_v^2}$, where $F_h$ and $F_v$ are the overall horizontal and vertical interfacial tensions, respectively. The decrease in the overall interfacial tension, in other words, corresponds to the minimization of the surface energy.

Fig. 8 shows the overall horizontal and vertical interfacial tension evolutions at $\Delta = 1.685 \text{ K/T}_m$; the total interfacial tension is also included. As shown, the overall horizontal tension is much greater than zero, indicating that the interfacial tension on the (100) face is significantly larger than that on the (111) face. The value is decreasing with time as force relaxes, consistent with the experimental observation [1]. For the overall vertical interfacial tension, the value reduced to about $-0.6 \text{ J/m}^2$ (in the negative $x$-direction). This can be easily understood in terms of the reluctance of the grains to grow, so that the interfacial tension is a suppressing force. However, because the undercooling is sufficiently large, solidification still proceeds [14]. Nevertheless, from the plot of the overall interfacial tension shown in Fig. 8, the value is decreasing with time. Since the thermal driving force remains approximately the same in the simulation, the horizontal interfacial is indeed the key factor in determining the trend of the tension evolution. In other word, the decrease in the interfacial tension indicates the minimization of the surface energy. Eventually, the gain having a lower surface energy becomes dominant in the growth, while the groove shape reaches an equilibrium.

A similar interfacial force balance is also carried for high undercooling at $\Delta = 6.74 \text{ K/T}_m$, and the interfacial tension balance results are given in Fig. 9, again for the component and overall interfacial tensions. As shown in Fig. 9, the evolution of the interfacial force balances is quite different from the previous one. In Fig. 9, the horizontal and overall interfacial tensions increase at the beginning, and then gradually decrease. According to the discussion in Ref. [2], instead of the interfacial tension balance at the groove, the growth at high undercooling is dominated by the relative growth rates among the grains. Hence, we should first
address the growth rate anisotropy in the present PFM. According to the work by Kobayashi [17], modifying the gradient energy coefficient as an orientation function in the PFM also leads to an anisotropic kinetic coefficient, i.e.

\[ \mu_k = \frac{6M_k\phi_s L}{T_m \sqrt{2W}} \eta(\psi). \]  

For a crystal with 4-fold symmetry in two-dimensions, the anisotropic kinetic coefficient is maximum in the (100) direction \((\theta = 0^\circ)\) and minimum in the (110) direction \((\theta = 45^\circ)\). Atwater et al. [2] further explained that the growth direction of the grain boundary could be found from the anisotropic growth rates:

\[ \sin \alpha = \frac{v_{\text{slower grain}}}{v_{\text{faster grain}}}, \]  

where \(\alpha\) is the angle between the grain boundary and the slower growing grain surface. For our case here, initially the growth is affected by the interfacial tension balance so that the grain boundary is pulled toward the right as in the case of low undercooling. However, since the effect of kinetics becomes significant at high undercooling, the faster growing grain \((100)\) forces the dihedral angle to decrease. As a result, the resultant interfacial tension increases, instead of relaxing, until the grain boundary is tilted toward the (110) grain. The tilting to the left approximately follows the relationship in Eq. (21). Once the grain boundary tilting angle \(\alpha\) is established, the interfacial tension start to relax and eventually an equilibrium groove will form.

We also confirm this via force balance analysis of the experimental results in Ref. [1]. For the growth experiment at a cooling rate of 30 K min\(^{-1}\), the growth rate of each grain was approximately constant, so that the growth direction of the grain boundary remained about the same. By applying Herring’s relation to the experimental results, we find that the overall interfacial tension decreases from about 0.7 to 0.15 J m\(^{-2}\) within the growth period. Therefore, we can conclude that the interfacial tension balance at \(\Delta = 6.74 K/T_m\), initially is destroyed by the kinetic effect and the interfacial tension balancing restarts when the kinetic effect no longer dominates the growth behavior.

Furthermore, the evolution of the dihedral angle can also be examined. As we just illustrated, the interface energy eventually decreases with time in both cases. In other words, the dihedral angle between two grains should also reach an equilibrium. Since, we have no actual balance angle, we take the final one at the end of simulation as a reference. Then, the evolution of the angle deviating from the final one can be examined as shown in Fig. 10a and b for low and high undercoolings respectively. For low undercooling \((\Delta = 1.685 K/T_m)\), since the total process is dominated by the interfacial energy, the same trend is found for the angle deviating from the final one as shown in Fig. 10a. This is also consistent with the experimental observation in Ref. [1]. On the other hand, for the high undercooling case \((\Delta = 6.74 K/T_m)\) as shown in Fig. 10b, at the beginning, the balance is destroyed by the kinetic effect. However, once the grain competition has reached to a certain extent, the angular deviation from the final state starts to decrease, showing the same trend as the total interfacial energy after the peak.

5. Conclusions

In this study, phase field simulation is carried out for the competitive growth of silicon grains. The orientation field variable is used to treat polycrystalline solidification, and a high anisotropic function is adopted to simulate the edges. The present model is first validated through grain boundary groove simulations. The force balance test and the equilibrium groove shape from the simulation are in good agree-
ment with the analytical results. Furthermore, competitive growth of silicon grains is simulated, and the competition between the interfacial and kinetic effects is illustrated. The undercooling is found to be the most important factor for the competition and the simulation results, which are consistent with the experimental observation and model predictions. Although the present phase field simulation is primitive and qualitative, it indeed provides deeper physical insights into the polycrystalline crystal growth and grain control.
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